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Sacred Heart Guardians and Shelter (SHG) is a
501(c)(3) charitable organization incorporated in
Minnesota. Our mission is to provide corporal and
spiritual care for the youngest, smallest members
of our human family. Our activities include embryo
remains burial, education and prayer. All activities
are carried out in faithfulness to the teachings of
the Magisterium of the Roman Catholic Church.

From the Director
17 Reasons Why Words Matter
Maybe it’s a heavy helping of
“Minnesota-nice,” but I am often guilty
of trying to soften tough messages by
verbally dancing around the point, all the
while crossing my fingers that the other
person will just “get it.” It’s a bad habit
based on fear: fear of anger or retaliation,
fear of being wrong, fear of losing
reputation, esteem, a relationship. The
list could go on and on.
However, if there is any hope of serving
the human beings whose lives start and
end in laboratory dishes, I’ve found I
must be both be compassionate and
unequivocally direct. I’m happy to share
that SHG’s direct message of serving the
smallest human beings has been heard.
Please join me in offering thanks that the
first IVF facility said “Yes” to our
mission. As a result, SHG provided
burial for the remains of 17 embryos on
August 4th, 2018. See Our Mission in
Action for details.
Getting back to straight talk…

Our society is increasingly clever in its
use of language. Words are chosen,
positioned, redefined and even invented
in order to diminish the humanity of the
newly-conceived and unborn.
Sometimes this happens by accident
when well-meaning people pick up a
word or phrase that sounds
sophisticated, non-judgmental or allinclusive (raises hand). More often it’s
the result of a group with an agenda
seeking to deceive.
Either way, word choice can open the
door for attitudes and actions that fail to
recognize, respect and protect our
youngest brothers and sisters. Read
Words to Watch and consider the
ability that words such as pre-embryo
and fertilized egg have to gloss over an
embryo’s humanity. Let us know if you
have words to add to the list. We’d love
to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Laura Elm
Founder, Executive Director

Our Mission in Action

A seal like these marked the embryos’ burial
container.

Embryo Remains Burial >>>
The remains of 17 embryos were laid to
rest on Saturday, August 4th, 2018 at
Resurrection Cemetery in Mendota
Heights, MN. Resurrection Cemetery is
managed by The Catholic Cemeteries
(www.catholic-cemeteries.org), an
organization whose mission is to ensure
proper interment, memorialization and
perpetual care in the tradition of the
corporal works of mercy of the Catholic
Church.
The remains came to SHG from an IVF
facility in the southeastern part of the
country, a region where SHG recently
extended the scope of its outreach.

This clinic will be sending remains to
SHG every three months.
The embryo remains were buried during
a communal fetal committal service
which Resurrection Cemetery holds
quarterly for families who experienced
miscarriage and who were treated at one
of several local hospitals.
The service began at the Resurrection
Cemetery mausoleum, followed with a
procession to the gravesite for committal.
A small heart-shaped seal marked the
burial container in which the embryo
remains had been placed.

Father Andrew Jaspers, SHG’s chaplain,
said a Mass for these embryos the
weekend prior to the burial. SHG sent a
copy of the service program, a letter
including location of the gravesite, a
prayer card and a pamphlet on grief to
the IVF facility. Please join us in praying
that more facilities will follow their lead.

What is the eternal destination for deceased embryos?
by Father Andrew Jaspers

On the Nightstand
Enhance your understanding of early human life
as well as your faith journey. For help accessing
these works, visit www.sacredheartguardians.org
 When Does Human Life Begin? A Scientific
Perpsective. Maureen L. Condic, Ph.D. 2008.
 Application to file Amicus Trial Brief and
Amicus Brief (Nicholas Loeb Vs. Sofia
Vergara). Thomas More Society, attorney for
amici curiae: American Association of ProLife Obstetricians and Gynecologists
(AAPLOG) and the National Catholic
Bioethics Center (NCBC). 2015.
 Instruction on Respect For Human Life in its
Origin and on the Dignity Of Procreation.
(Donum vitae). Congregation for the Doctrine
of the Faith. Roman Curia. 1987.

It was an honor to attend the burial of 17 embryos with Laura this August 4 th. Our
organization’s goal of laying these little ones to rest with the dignity of a Christian
burial was finally realized. At the same time, we can ask about the destination of their
journey from this life. This applies both to those embryos that received a dignified
burial, and those that do not.
For Christians, the Sacred Scriptures are the primary point of reference. And on this
question, Jesus does not speak. He reveals that heaven and hell are the ultimate
destinations. The two biblical affirmations that apply are the necessity of baptism as
the means to be freed from sin (Mk: 16:16, Mt: 28:18-19), and God’s universal saving
will (1 Tm 2:4). These affirmations present a tension in that deceased embryos are
apparently unbaptized, and yet God wills that all people, especially his little ones,
should come to him (Mt: 19:14).
Beginning with St. Augustine, the Christian tradition until recently has consistently
taught that unbaptized children cannot be admitted to heaven, or the beatific vision of
God. But this has been an uneasy tradition as deceased infants are not guilty of
personal sin. Thus, they should not be due the punishment
that is characteristic of hell.
Without a clear answer to this question, the tradition bows
before the mystery of God’s saving will, and what he
intends for these children. In a future article, we will
explore recent thinking about the possibility of baptism for
embryos, which would considerably improve their
prospect for heaven.

More about the Mission
Guided by Donum vitae >>>

SHG is guided by a profound respect for the dignity of every human person, from the very
first moments of his or her existence. In willing and acting for the good of the human
embryos who pass away in IVF laboratories, our consciences need guidance beyond the
limits of personal intuition. To this end we seek out the reason, truth and beauty of the
moral teachings given to us through the Magisterium (“teaching office”) of the Roman
Catholic Church.
 The gift of life which God the Creator
and Father has entrusted to man calls
him to appreciate the inestimable
value of what he has been given and
to take responsibility for it.
(Introduction, 1)

One such instruction is Respect for Human
Life in its Origins and on the Dignity of
Procreation (Donum vitae). Composed in 1987
by Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger prior to his
election as Pope Benedict XVI and ordered for
publication by Pope John Paul II (now, St.
John Paul II), Donum vitae applies general
moral teachings of the Catholic Church to
specific issues and concerns for life in utero
and in vitro.
What follows are just a few key principles
from Donum vitae which guide SHG in its
mission to provide burial for deceased
embryos (SHG’s emphasis in bold):

Embryology 101>>>

Zygote

Science consistently demonstrates when
the life of a new human being begins: at
the onset of fertilization (i.e., when the
membranes of the egg and sperm fuse).
The “moment of conception” is the
second it takes for this fusion to occur,
and when the new organism in its
unicellular form – the zygote – is created.
A New Cell
The zygote is a new type of cell, as its
composition and behavior are distinct
from the gametes from which it arose.
Immediately following gamete membrane
fusion, the newly created zygote’s first
task is to modify its composition so as to
prevent the penetration of other sperm.

 Thus the fruit of human generation,
from the first moment of its existence,
that is to say from the moment the
zygote has formed, demands the
unconditional respect that is morally
due to the human being in his bodily
and spiritual totality. (I.1)
 The human being is to be respected
and treated as a person from the
moment of conception. (I.1)
 The corpses of human embryos and
fetuses, whether they have been
deliberately aborted or not, must be
respected just as the remains of
other human beings. (I.4)
 Human embryos obtained in vitro
are human beings and subjects with
rights: their dignity and right to life
must be respected from the first
moment of their existence. (I.5)

And, a New Organism
The zygote is also a unique, living, complete
organism…a member of Homo sapiens in his
or her unicellular form. A zygote intelligently
and predictably organizes its parts in
preparation for the next stage of the known
pattern of human development.
We exist in our zygotic form for only a few
hours as our job is to divide as soon as
possible.
Existing as a one-celled organism is not unique
to the human being. Homo sapiens is one of
almost a million cataloged species of
organisms within the animal kingdom, all of
which start life as a single cell.
Ref: (1) When Does Human Life Begin? Condic. (2)
Embryonic Differentiation in Animals. embryo.asu.edu.

Words
to
Watch
Some terms that appear in discussions
about early human life, while not always
erroneous per se, may give you pause,
and perhaps the motivation to ask,
“What exactly does that mean?”


Pre-Embryo Common use: “a
fertilized ovum up to 14 days old,
before it becomes implanted in the
uterus.” (The American Heritage®
Dictionary).

Consider instead: “The partisans of the
nonhumanity of the most extreme youth
strove to use a meaningless neologism,
the term pre-embryo. Meaningless
scientifically, because before the embryo
there are only the egg and the sperm.”
(Jerome Lejeune, M.D., Ph.D. The
Concentration Can.)


Fertilized Egg Common use:
the cell resulting from union of a male
and a female gamete.

Consider instead: “Referring to the
product of sperm-egg fusion as a
“fertilized egg” is misleading; once an
egg is fertilized, it ceases to be an egg.”
(Maureen Condic, Ph.D. When Does
Human Life Begin?).


Thaw and Discard Common use:
a disposition option for remaining
cryopreserved embryos when a
person/couple has decided not to
undergo further assisted reproductive
technologies cycles. The embryos are
removed from cryostorage, allowed to
thaw and disposed of as medical
waste.

Consider instead: The critical detail too
often omitted in explanations of “thaw
and discard” is that a cryopreserved
embryo is very much alive. Intentionally
thawing an embryo without the intent of
uterine transfer is a conscious decision to
kill him or her.

Your prayersmatter
Please join your prayers with ours. If you have a devotion to the Rosary, dedicate one
Rosary a week to those affected by IVF. Or, simply remember them in your prayer
intentions.






1st Decade: For embryos in laboratory dishes
2nd Decade: For embryos in cryopreservation storage tanks
3rd Decade: For people unable to conceive
4th Decade: For IVF parents
5th Decade: For IVF workers

Other ways you can
advance this life-affirming work:
 Invite SHG to speak at your parish, respect
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Embryology 101: Morula to Blastocyst

